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ABSTRACT 
The outcome of this project is to design a controller to meet the requirement of high 
positioning accuracy and small swing angle, motion and stabilization control of gantry 
crane. The dynamic of the gantry crane system has been modeled in state variable form 
to obtain state feedback gain matrix and system parameters has been defined and 
suitable desired poles has been specified to complete the dynamic modeling. The State 
Variable Feedback Control is chosen to be implemented in gantry crane control system 
because it can control multiple variables which are the gantry's position, speed, load 
angle and angular velocity at the same time. Block diagram constructed using Simulink 
which represents the controller has successfully achieved the objectives. An analytical 
analysis is conducted to study on the effect of system parameter changes. The scopes of 
studies involved will be on various types of gantry crane model, various control 
technique, gantry crane system modeling and simulation using MA TLAB Simulink. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
There is an increasing need of effective automated means of lifting and 
transferring products especially in transportation field. In today's business world, 
importing and exporting products has been necessary in order to expand a company's 
market. So, the demand of quicker and safer handling of goods as well as accurate 
product positioning is crucial in the industry. An obvious need of highly effective gantry 
crane is for container lifting onto ships for exportation. Therefore, this project 'State 
Variable Feedback Control of a Gantry Crane' is supposed to model the dynamic gantry 
crane system in state space so that it controls multiple variables effectively in order to 
stabilize its motion to initiate smoother and quicker product transfer. This controller will 
help in increasing productivity and transportation quality. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
In order to move the gantry crane load of uncertain mass as quickly, accurately 
and safely as possible, state variable feedback is suitable to control the gantry's position, 
speed, load angle and angular velocity in order to achieve minimum error for 
stabilization control [1]. This state variable allows to model system with multiple inputs 
and multiple outputs simultaneously [2]. At the end of the project, the author should be 
able to prove that the state variable feedback controller can control gantry crane system 
effectively by complying with the requirement. 
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1.3 Significance of Study 
The outcome of this project will benefit in less time consuming, higher 
productivity, safer work environment and efficient lifting and positioning job in the 
transportation and logistics as well as maintenance field. This study provides and adds 
another alternatives variation that can be utilised in the field of study so that greater 
improvements will be developed among researchers over time by comparing all 
available techniques nowadays. Further research and study in this area may initiate the 
development of standard dynamic controller for all gantry cranes to optimize its 
performance with varying load mass and environment. Analytical analysis on the system 
parameter changes will contribute in designing a reliable gantry crane controller 
complying with various job scopes in the industry. 
1.4 Objeetives and Seope of Study 
The objectives of this project are as follows: 
• To develop a mathematical model of the gantry crane system in state space. 
• To design a control system for the gantry crane to meet the requirement of 
minimizing sway angle and accurate load positioning. 
• To simulate the control system in Simulink using state-space block. 
• To analyze on the effect of system parameter changes onto the system model. 
The scopes of studies involved will be to study available control techniques for 
gantry crane and specifically the state variable feedback control technique in details. All 
variables associated with gantry crane system are to be specified and dynamic equations 
that describe the system will be created. Then, the dynamic system of gantry crane is 
modelled in state variable form. In order to design the control algorithm and implement 
it on the gantry crane system requires the author to familiarize with Simulink software. 
The author will also conduct study and research for any possibility of analyzing the 




2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW/ THEORY 
2.1 Gantry Cranes 
2.1.1 Introduction 
Gantry Cranes are overhead structures with hoisting machines mounted on a frame 
or structure. The bridge for carrying the trolley or trolleys is rigidly supported on two or 
more legs running on fixed rails or other runway. Gantry cranes are for any type of 
cargo, such as timber, paper rolls, containers and any kind of bulk material [3]. Gantry 
cranes have become a widely accepted alternative to overhead bridge cranes. This type 
of crane is similar to the bridge crane except that it runs on a runway at the floor level 
[4]. Small non-powered gantry cranes are used in light duty applications such as small 
machine shops or automobile garages. These gantry cranes typically do not have a fixed 
path, but rather have rubber tires [ 5]. 
2.1.2 Basic Structure 
The most basic gantry crane is an I girder with a truck hanging from the lower 
web, the truck would have a hook slung underneath and a 'chain block' might be 
suspended from this to lift the load. A chain block is a set of pulleys sometimes with 
interior gearing, operated by a long chain which hangs down in a loop. One end of the 
chain is fixed to either the upper or lower pulley and the load is snspended from a hook 
fitted on the trailing end. The I girder could be supported by legs at either end and in a 
building it could be suspended from the roof or walls [6]. 
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Figure I :Basic Structure of Gantry Crane [6] 
2.1.3 Types of Gantry Cranes 
2.2.3.1 Single-Leg Gantry 
A combination of the bridge crane and gantry crane. One leg rides on the floor, 
while the other side's end truck rides on a runway beam [4]. 
2.2.3.2 Portainers 
Portainer is a large dockside crane in the form of a specialized type of gantry 
crane used to load and unload container ships, and only seen at container terminals. 
Container cranes have a special lifting device called a spreader bar (also known as 
spreader or expandable spreader) for loading and discharging of containers. The whole 
crane runs on two rails so that it can traverse along the wharf (or the dock) to position 
the containers at any point on the length of the ship [7]. These machines are designed 
and manufactured to operate in the harshest of environmental conditions [8]. 
2.2.3.3 Workstation Gantry Cranes 
Workstation Gantry Cranes can be mounted standing on the floor or from the 
ceiling [9]. Ceiling Mounted incorporating two parallel runways and a bridge suspended 
from the roof & providing full lifting coverage over a rectangular work area while 
Freestanding, is the same as Ceiling Mounted Gantry Cranes except that the runways are 
supported on a freestanding structure. Also, Monorail Cranes are a single rail supported 
either from the ceiling or a freestanding structure [10]. This type of crane is useful to 
move products along a single path. If something simply needs to be moved from one end 
of a factory to the other, a monorail is the ideal crane [11]. 
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2.2.3.4 Rail Mounted Gantry Crane 
A Rail Mounted Gantry Crane is typically used for movement of containers and 
loading of trucks. This crane type usually consists of three separate motions for 
transportation of material. The first motion is the hoist, which raises and lowers the 
material. The second is the trolley gear, which allows the hoist to be positioned directly 
above the material for placement, The third is the gantry, which allows the entire crane 
to be moved along the working area [12]. 
2.2 Available Control Techniques for Gantry Crane System 
2.2.1 Controller with Operator Handling 
Moving load from point to point is the most time-consuming task in the process 
and requires a skillful operator to accomplish it. Suitable methods to facilitate moving 
loads without inducing large sways are the focus of much current research. Crane 
automation can be divided into two approaches. In the first approach, the operator is 
kept in the loop and the dynamics of the loop are modified to make his job easier[13]. 
One way is to add damping by feeding back the load sway angle and its rate or by 
feeding back a delayed version of the sway angle[l4].A second way is to avoid exciting 
the load near its natural frequency by adding a filter to remove this frequency from the 
input (15].This introduces a time delay between the operator action and the input to the 
crane. This delay may confuse the operator[13]. A third way is to add a mechanical 
absorber to the structure of the crane. [ 16]. Implementing this method requires a 
considerable amount ofpower[l3]. 
2.2.2 Completely Automated Controller 
In the second approach, the operator is removed from the loop and the operation 
is completely automated. This can be done using various techniques. The first is based 
on generating trajectories to transfer the load to its destination with minimum sway. 
These trajectories are obtained by input shaping or optimal control techniques. The 
resulting controller is open loop, which makes it sensitive to external disturbances and to 
parameter variations(l3]. To avoid the open-loop disadvantages, many 
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researchers[l7,18] have investigated optimal control through feedback. Gupta and 
Bowal[l9] developed a simplified open-loop anti-sway technique which works with 
low-end progranunable logic controller (PLC) and adjustable speed drive (ASD). 
A second technique is based on the feedback of the position and the sway angle. 
Feedback control is well-known to be less sensitive to disturbances and parameter 
variations. Hence, it is an attractive method for crane control design.[13] Ridout[20] 
developed a controller, which feeds back the trolley position and speed and the load 
swing angle. The feedback gains are calculated by trial and error based on the root-locus 
technique. Salminen[21] employed feedback control with adaptive gains while 
Benn,Burton, Ireland, Wang and Harley[ I] employed state variable feedback control in 
state space, with feedback gains in both papers are calculated based on the pole-
placement technique while Joshi and Ralm [22] developed a control law, based on 
Lyapunov theory to dampen the vibrations of the payload using the gantry motor, gantry 
position and velocity sensors, and a cable departure angle sensor. Design of the control 
gains is demonstrated using a root locus approach. 
A third technique is based on dividing the controller design problem into two 
parts; an anti-sway controller and a tracking controller. Each one is designed separately 
and then combined to ensure the performance and stability of the overall. system[13]. 
The tracking controller can be a proportional-derivative (PD) controller [14] or a fuzzy 
logic controller (FLC) [23]. The anti-swing controller is designed by different methods 
such as Masoud et al. [14] who used a delayed feedback. 
Raising the load during transfer is needed only to avoid obstacles. This motion is 
slow, and hence variations in the cable length can be considered as a disturbance to the 
system. The effect of the load weight on the dynamics is usually ignored[13]. However, 
Lee [24] and Omar and Nayfeh [25] consider it in the design of controllers for gantry 
and tower cranes, respectively. From these studies, they found out that for very heavy 
loads compared to the trolley weight, the system performance deteriorates if the load 
weight is not included in the controller design. 
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2.3 Modeling in State Spaee 
The gantry crane system studied throughout this project is represented in state-
space approach instead of transfer function form This is to essentially reduee the 
complexity of the mathematical expression in a modem complex system where outputs 
and inputs may be interrelated in a complicated manner. Modern control theory is based 
on the description of system equations in terms of n first-order differential equations 
which are combined into a first-order vector-matrix differential equation. The use of 
vector-matrix notation greatly simplifies the mathematical representation of systems of 
equations [26]. The state space representation is as follows: 
where x = state vector (n-vector) 
u =control signal (scalar) 
y = output vector (m-vector) 
A= n x n constant matrix 
B = n x 1 constant matrix 
C = m x n constant matrix 
D = m x 1 constant matrix 









In a typical feedback control system, the output, y, is fed back to the summing 
junction. For state-variable feedback system, instead of feeding back y, all the state 
variables will be fed back. For each state variable that is fed back to the control signal, u, 
through a gain ~. there would be n gains, ~. that could be adjusted to yield the required 
closed-loop pole values. The feedback through gains, ~. is represented as in 
mathematical relation with control signal, u below and in Figure 2 by the feedback 
vector K [27]. 
u=r-Kx 




where the variables are as defined as Equations 2.1 and 2.2. 
2.5 Pole-Placement Technique [26) 
In pole-placement or pole-assignment design technique of control system in state 
space, all state variables are assumed measurable and are available for feedback. Poles 
of the closed loop system may be placed arbitrarily at any desired locations by means of 
state feedback provided the system considered is completely state controllable. 
Determination of the desired closed-loop poles based on the transient-response and/or 
frequency-response requirements, such as speed, damping ratio, or bandwidth, as well as 
steady state requirements. By determining appropriate desired poles, gain matrix for 
state feedback can be calculated to establish closed-loop system to achieve desirable 
value with minimum error. 
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2.6 Required State Feedbaek Gain Matrix K Determination 
The method to detennine required state feedback gain matrix K is as follows: 
Step l: The controllability condition for the system is checked to make sure it is 
completely state controllable. 
Step 2 : From the characteristic polynomial for matrix A, 
I si- A I= sn + OtSn-l + ••••• +On-IS+ On 
the values a~, 02, __ ..... , On are determined. 
(2A) 
Step 3: The transformation matrix T that transforms the system state equation into the 
controllable canonical form is determined. (If the given system equation is already in the 
controllable canonical form, then T = 1). It is not necessary to write the state equation in 
the controllable canonical form. All needed here is to find the matrix T. The 
transformation matrix T is given by 
T=MW (2.5) 
where M is the controllability matrix 
[ . . . A n-IB 1 M= B:AB:•••••: (2.6) 
an-1 an-2 •••• at 1 
an-2 an-3 •••• 1 0 
• • • • W= (2.7) 
• • • • 




Step 4: Using the desired eigenvalues which are represented as Jlt, #2,----·. Jln (desired 
closed-loop poles), the desired characteristic polynomials is written as: 
(S-Jli)(S-Jl2) ••••• (S-Jln) = s" + U1s"-l + ••••• + Un-IS + Un (2.8) 
and values of a~, az, • •• •• , Un are determined. 
Step 5: The required state feedback gain matrix K can be determined from [261 
K [ · · · · 1 T 1 = lln-On: U,..J-On-1: ••••• : U2-02: UJ_OJ (2.9) 
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2. 7 Desired Response and Pole Stability 
The output of the final simulation of under damped second order system is 
supposed to be as in example taken in other second order control system in Figure 3. The 
gantry crane system studied throughout this project is of fourth order system but 
characteristics of fourth and higher order system generally can be approximated as of the 
second order characteristics. So, transient requirement calculation and desired poles 
determination will be using the equations for the second order system. More oscillation 









o~·------~------~-----7~----~ D 0.5 I 1.5 2 
lime( .... ) 
Figure 3: Example of Second Order Response [28] 
A real pole pi = -a in the left-half of the s-plane (refer Figure 4) defines an 
exponentially decaying component in the homogeneous response. The rate of the decay 
is determined by the pole location; poles far from the origin in the left-half plane 
correspond to components that decay rapidly, while poles near the origin correspond to 
slowly decaying components. 
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A complex conjugate pole pair u ± jm in the left -half of the s-plane combine to 
generate a response component that is a decaying sinusoid. The rate of decay is specified 
by location of poles [29). 
Thus, desired closed-loop poles are determined based on these requirements; to 
place those poles on left-half of the s-plane. Pole is also chosen so that the system 
exhibit under damped system so that it is not too oscillatory and not too damped (totally 
static) for such condition is impossible in real system. 
3(s) 
0 
~ stable region ---- unstable region ~ 
Figure 4 : Response From The System Pole Locations On The Pole-Zero Plot 
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3.0 METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Gantt Chart 
..J I Analytical analysis on pa.rametas 
changes effect on system 
-Block diagram design for changing 
parameter input 
CHAPTERJ 
METHODOLOGY /PROJECT WORK 
• I I 
e Suggested milestone 
cess 
Figure 5 : Gantt Chart for FYP II Semester July 2008 
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3.2 Flow Chart 
Resean:bl Analysis 
• Research on gantry crane and various types of control technique 
• Select type of control technique to be implemented 
• Set performance requirements based on transient requirements 
+ 
Learning 
• Study and explore the software to be used in this project - Simulink 
+ 
Modeling I--• Model the dynamic gantry crane system in state space 
• Obtain system matrix values in term of parameters 
Uncontrollable 
Check system controllability 
+ Controllable 
Configuring Variable Feedback System 
• Determine desired closed-loop poles based on performance requirements . 
• Determine required state feedback gain matrix K 
1 
Simulation 
• Obtain fmal block diagram 
• Simulate final block diagram in Sirnulink 
• 




Conduct analytical analysis on the effect of system parameter changes 
+ 
Conclusion 
Draw meaningful conclusion from the numerical findings. 
Figure 6 : Project Flow Chart 
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3.3 The Dynamic Gantry Crane System ModeUing In State Variable Form 
3.3.1 Equations of Motion Derivation 
I 










Nomenclatures for Figure 7 and Figure 8 
mr : mass of the trolley 
mL: mass of the pendulum 
xr : absolute displacement of the trolley in 
x·axis 
xs. zs : absolute displacement of the 
pendulum along x and z axes 
Xsr : displacement of the pendulum 
relative to the trolley along the x-axis 
I : cable length 
? :pendulum displacement angle 
u : control force applied to trolley 
g : gravity acceleration 
b: coefficient of friction 
N and P : reaction forces at pendulum pin 
Figure 7 : The pendulum on the left are at their initial 
rest position. The one on the right determines desired 
closed-loop poles based on perfonnance requirements 
[30]. 
Figure 7 defmes the parameler by showing the pendulum and trolley at two 
different positions representing the basic two dimensional gantry crane system. The 
entire project will be based on the figure shown. The trolley is moving horizontally and 
the pendulum cable is assumed to be rigid. It is assumed also that the pendulum mass is 
concentrated at the lower tip of the cable and the cable is assumed to be massless. It is 
desired to keep the pendulum in a vertical position from the moment the crane is moved 
by applying force onto it and all the way upon reaching the expected position. The 
slanted pendulum can be brought back to the vertical position when appropriate control 
force u is applied to the trolley. At the end of each process, it is desired to bring the 
trolley to a desired final position, XT. The controller will be designed using the state 
feedback control method by the pole placement technique. The first method is used in 









u ) mr 
I L 
Figure 8 : Free-body diagram of the simple pendulum system [26] 
The free body diagram shown in Figure 8 is considered to derive the equations of motion 
for the system. The rotational motion of the pendulum cable about its center of gravity 
can be described by 
I¢,= Nisin(/) + Plcosf/J (3.1) 
where I is the moment of inertia of the cable about its center of gravity. The horizontal 
motion of center of gravity of pendulum cable is given by 
d2 
mL - 2 (xr +lsin9l) = P dt 
The vertical motion of center of gravity of pendulum cable is 
d2 
mL dt2 (l-lcos9l) = N -mLg 
The horizontal motion of the trolley is described by 
d 2x d 




Because equations (3.1) through (3.4) involve sin 91 and cos ;, they are nonlinear 
equations. If we assume angle ; to be small, so sin ; "' 91 and cos 91 "' 1. Then, those 
equations may be linearized as follows: 
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Iib=Nl0-Pl 
m/i1' + mLlii> = P 
O=N-mLg 
mriJ. + b:ir + P = u 
Combining Equation (3.6) and (3.8) obtains 
(mr +mL)xr +hxr +mLtii> = u 







Equation (3.9) and (3.10) are the equations of motion describing the dynamics 
of the system where I is the moment of inertia of the pendulum about its center of 
gravity. Since in this system the pendulum mass is concentrated at the lower tip of the 
cable, the center of gravity is the center of the pendu tum ball. In this analysis, the 
moment of inertia of the pendulum ball about its center of gravity is zero, or 1=0. Then, 
the above equations of motion becomes as follows: 
(mr +mL)xr +hxr +mLlii> =u 
(3.11) 
Then, derivating 0 from Equation 3.9 and insert it into Equation 3.11 will obtain 
Equation 3.12: 
(3.12) 




3.3.2 The State-Space Representation 
State variables for this system are defmed as 
x 3 = 0 
x4 =0 






Then, from the definition of state variables and Equation (3.12) and Equation (3.13), 
equations as stated below are obtained: 
. d 
xl = dtxr=x2 
. d . .. b . mLg,.,.. 1 
x =-x = x =--x --- ... +-u 
2 dt T T mr T mr mr 
d 
i 3 =-0 =x4 dt 
X4 = !!.._~ = ~ = _!!_Xr+ (mr + mL)g tP- _l_u 
dt mrl m J mrl 
In terms of vector-matrix equations: 
0 1 0 0 
Xr 
0 b - mLg 0 
Xr 
d Xr mr mr XT 
= 
+ 
dt ; 0 0 0 1 ; 
¢ 0 b (mr +mL)g 0 ¢ 
mrl mrl 
Xr 















Equations (3.23) and (3.24) give a state-space representation of the pendulum system 





0 1 0 0 0 
0 b - mLg 0 1 c=[~ 0 0 ~] D= [~] A= mr mr B= mr 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 b (mr +mL)g 0 1 
mrl mrl mrl 
3.3.3 System Parameters 
For this base system model construction, the following parameters for this 
gantry crane are identified from specification of overhead crane use in UTP laboratory 
since gantry crane and overhead crane possess the same characteristics [31 ]: 
• Mass ofthe trolley, mT = llOkg 
= 0.11 tonnes 
• Mass of the pendulum, mL = 1 tonnes 
• Pendulum length, 1 = 6.5 m (constant) 
• Maximum span,x r = 5.42 m 
• Gravity acceleration, g = 9.81m/s2 
• Coefficient of Friction,b (steel-steel)= 0.57 [32] 
Which are plugged in the A, B, C and D matrices to obtain: 
0 1 0 0 0 
0 -5.18 -89.18 0 9.09 C=[~ 0 0 ~] D=m A= B= 0 0 0 1 0 0 I 
0 0.8 15.23 0 -1.4 
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3.3.4 System Controllability Cheek 
To cheek if the system is completely state controllable, command 'rank M' in 
MATLAB should equal ton which is 4 for this system where 
0 9.1 -47.1 368.8 
M = [B:AB:A2B:A3B] = 9.1 -47.1 368.8 -2557.5 
0 -1.4 7.2 -58.9 
-1.4 7.2 -58.9 404.4 
Using Matlab, rank (M) =n =4 
Thus, the system is completely state controllable and arbitrary pole-placement is 
possible. 
3.3.5 Transfer Function Representation 
The state space representation of the system above is converted into transfer 
function representation. This is to check for the open-loop poles of the system to 
determine its stability. Refer to Appendix A for MA TLAB programme used to convert 
the representation. 
T r. F · 1 ("' ) 5.42s
4 
+28.09s3 -73.45s2 -42.39s-13.72 
rans er unction , 'I' system = s• -5.182s3 -15.23s2 -7.821s 
Transfer Function 2, (xr system) 
5.42(s +6.972)(s- 2.319)(s2 +0.5287s+0.1566) 
s(s + 7.157)(s- 2.426)(s + 0.4505) 
(3.25) 
-1.399s + 1.601 X I o-IS 
s3 +5.182s2 -15.23s-7.821 
= -1.3986s (3.26) (s + 7.157)(s- 2.426)(s+0.4505) 
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3.3.6 Open-Loop System Stability Check 
From the transfer function shown above, the poles of the open-loop system which 
are the eigenvalues of the matrix A are 0, -7.157, -0.4505 and 2.426. One pole on the 
system positive real axis shows that the system is open-loop unstable. So, the state 
variable of the system have to be fed back to achieve stability [26]. 
3.3.7 Desired Closed-Loop Poles Determination 
From transient requirement which is 1 0"/o overshoot, %OS which is a general acceptable 
percentage overshoot, desired closed-loop poles are calculated using these equations: 
D . c. '" (-log(%0S/100)) ampmg .. actor," = r=':========7 ~1r2 + log(%0S/100)2 
(-log(l0/100)) _ O.S9 ~1r2 +log(l0/100)2 
which represents under damped system. 
9.8lm/ s' Natural frequency, m. = = = 1.23rad Is 
6.5m 
:. Desired dominant closed-loop poles are calculated as: 
Desired poles,PJ,JI, =-~OJ.± m.~l-~2 = - 0.73± 0.99 j 
while the remaining two closed-loop poles, p.3 = -1.46 and p.4 = -2.46 are located far to 
the left of the dominant pair of closed-loop poles and therefore, the effect on the 
response of p.3 and p.4 is small. So, the damping requirements will be satisfied [26). 
Such transient requirements are determined arbitrarily from usual control design 
application from reference to gain most basic control design. 
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3.3.8 State-Feedback Gain Matrix K Determination 
Desired poles obtained from the transient requirement are then used to calculate 
gains needed to feed 11ack system state variavles to make the system stal11e and achieve 
desired output values. Refer Appendix B for MA TLAB programme used to determine 
system gain matrix, K. The closed-loop system gains are: 
K= [-0.0723 -0.8491 -14.8863 -4.2148) 
Command 'place{A,B,P)' used to calculate gain vector K such that the state feedback 
places the closed-loop poles at the locations P. 
3.4 Block Diagram Acquisition 
Several trials and options are run to determine the correct block diagram and 
simulation program to design a reliable controller. 
3.4.1 Open Loop System Response 
In open loop system, input is fed into the controller to evaluate the resulting 
output. Step input is chosen as input for convenience in evaluating system response 
because of the drastic changes in the step input. The open loop system response is 
obtained to be compared with the closed-loop system response. The A, 8, C and D 
matrices determined in part 3.3.3 are incorporated into the matrices block in the block 
diagram 
Figure 9 : Block Diagram for Open Loop System in State Space 
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Fignre 11 : Response for Sway Angle, e in Open Loop System in State Space 
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3.4.2 Closed-Loop System Response 
For closed-loop system analysis, first, block diagrams with gains,k; calculated 
via pole-placement method are run to observe if it can achieve the system requirement. 
Then, a closed-loop system with integral action is constructed to eliminate the system 
steady-state errur so that desired output can be achieved. 
3.4.2.1 Closed-Loop System with Feedback Gains 
The presence of feedback gain affects the A matrix since the new closed-loop 
system A matrix should incorporate the feedback gains. The new A matrix is as 
follows:[26] 
:i:=.Ax+& 







Figure 12 : Block Diagram for Closed-Loop System in State Space 
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The response for the closed-loop system with feedback gains is such as follows: 
System: sys_cl 
VO: ln(f: to Out(f> 
10 -. "'"ime ~·sec;: O.S€3 ----,------,-----,-----,------, 
Amplitude: .; .4~ 
0 
S;,stem: SJ'S_ci 
liO: 11'\if: ic Oul\l: 
:1me (sec·;: 15.2 
Am~lrtude: ~8.39 
-




S\'Stem: svs ci 1 
··----- --~.O:tnn;t~~LJ0t~2~ ==--• -..,-:,..,----------------1 •1me \.Sec_,: ... k -
l...mpl~ude· 0 1P System: S~'s_cl 




110: tn(1} to 01.1l1:2·r ---_J,-____ ,L-____ __L ____ _j:-___ _J 
Time isec·~: ·J.2:'· 10 15 10 25 
Am>lrtude: -0.22 Time (sec) 
Figure 13 : Response for Closed-Loop System in State Space 
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3.4.2.2 Closed-Loop System with Feedback Gains and Integral Action£33] 
Integral action incorporated in this controller functions to reduce the steady-
state error since previous controller cannot achieve the desired output values. The 





Figure 14 : Closed-Loop System with Integral Action 
The integrator is modelled by augmenting the state equations with an extra state 
which is the integral of the output. This adds an extra equation which states that the 
derivative of the integral of theta is theta. This equation will be placed at the top of the 
matrices. The input, r, now enters the system before the integrator, so it appears in the 
newly added top equation. The output of the system remains the same. 
fH 1 0 0 ~r:J [ ';'~ n 1 n n -'UR -'l'l.1R x + 0 r (3.28) <t 0 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0.8 15.23 0 0 
[0 l u u )'= 0 0 0 1 ~m (3.29) 
····tfJ (3.30) 
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Equations 3.28 and 3.29 represent the dynamics of the system before the loop is 
closed. The matrices in this equation are referred to as A., B., c., and D •. The state 
vector of the augmented system as is referred as x.. Note that the reference, r, does not 
affect the states (except the integrator state) or the output of the plant since there is no 
path from the reference to the plant input, u, without implementing the feedback matrix, 
Kc. 
In order to find the closed loop equations, we have to look at how the input, u, 
affects the plant. In this case, it is exactly the same as in the unaugmented equations. 
Therefore, there is a vector, B .. (Equation 3.30) which replaces B. when u is treated as 
the input. This is just the old B vector with an extra zero added as the first row. Since 
u=Kc *x. is the input to the plant for the closed loop, but r is the input to the closed loop 
system, the closed loop equations will depend on both Bau and B.. 
The closed loop equations will become: 




Now, the integral of the output will be fed back, and will be used by the 
controller to remove steady state error, another pole will be placed at -10, which will be 
faster than the rest of the poles. Bau will be used in the 'place' command instead of B. 
Since the closed-loop system matrix depends on B ... Refer to Appendix C for the full 







Figure 15: Block Diagram for Closed Loop System with Integral Action 
The response for the closed-loop system with feedback gains and integral action 
is such as follows: 
·~::;=:::2===:':~~===::r:::::=:r:===:c=:==='====J 
···r···--. System: S)IS • System: sys 
4 v_O:Inr_1-·tc0ul.t1) l'0:1n:f:tc0ul<1 §: -imelsec::D6 ~me(sec;.:~l.-3 
Am~lttu::!e: ~-.: ::.m~l¢u~e: ~ . .:2 ~ 
fit 2 S)•stem: sys ~ l!Q: ln(fdo Oufl'1~ 
~ -:--tme (sec;: C.£ 
t- .0 Ampl~ude: -0.~2 
• 
~~--_L ____ L_ __ _L __ ~~--~----~--~----~--~~--~ 
0.15,----,----,----,----,---,----,·---,---,--,.----, 
i g. 0.1 
• ~ I System: sys 
0.05 \-'0: lf!if, tc Outf2~ . ~ ""ime !'sec;: 1.~ 
.:.m~_litu-~e: o.oe.:s , i 0 "1"--r•..,.s,,-:,-tom-,-,,-, -.,.--•-S.,.ys-t,-m_-,-,.---,---------------1 
v , ~0: tnn:. to Oull_2.'' FO: ln(l': to Outr2': ' 
...... '--'-.-',..-- ilme (sec~': 13 - -:-lme l_~ec;: 2~ e 
10 kmplllude: -0.000i17 ..:.mplitude: -S.2~e-008 60 70 SO .. 100 
Tme(sec) 
Figure 16 : Response for Closed-Loop System with Integral Action 
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3.5 Analysis of the Effect of Varying System Parameters 
System controllability is checked each time the system parameter is change. The 
controllability check shows that the system of each analysis on the varying system 
parameter below is controllable and pole-placement method is permitted. 
3.5.1 The Effect of Varying Pendulum Cable Length 
The maximum length of the cable for the crane used for this study is 6.5 metres. 
The analysis will determine the effect of using shortest possible cable and also longer 
cable than specified. 
The output when pendulum cable length,/ used is 1 m is as follows: 
6,----.--~~~---.----.-----r----.-----.-----,-----,----. 
S;,stem: sys System: sys 5 ---------~-----!!'~"._·' •. ·------·--~----j 
liO: fni1~ to Out11! vo: lnrJ) to Quid~ ~-o. lnd~ to Out( L §: 4- -,me I sec,: 1.79 . T;me {sec·: 3.:; T1me 1seci: 6.5.! 
5 Ampl~ude. 5.65 Am~htude: S . .! _..._mpittude· ~_.:.:;: J 3 
2 f System: sys liO: !n1l ~ tc Outi 1 ·, 
7",me (sec;: 0.28~ 
0 ~1 Amplrtu::le: -0.707 
-1 •. I 
' 
',--. ~ ... l / · ~r:~::.:;~~~:~ : 
f 1/ "m'''"'' c.m . ~ 0 --------\·····----~•-;0-J'~-:~-~:~-,~~--~-,,-,,-, ---------!• ~6~:~~~\~~~uti2: 
-6- ..0.5 / .,.ime 1sec.': :.59 ""1me \Sec): i.e: 
~ • Amplitude: 0,00295 "-mJ:l~ude: -1.75e-CCS 
System: sys 
_1 '-----o--- FO: lr.1, 1i to Out<.2i ~---_l__._____ _ _L___ __ j_ ___ _L______i_ __ ----!c-----". 
o "iirne {sec;: I.E.! 4 5 6 7 a 9 tO 
Amplrtude: -0.5!>7 line (sec) 
Figure 17: Response for Controller with l=lm 
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The output when pendulum cable length,/ used is 4 m is as follows: 
·f.-~--~--~--~-~--~--~--~--~-~-·~-:-~-=-~-=--=--:·=-~-=-~-:::~.~=========:======~-~~==========~· 5 S1•stem: srs 
System: sys 
l'O: lni1,:to0u!l1\ 
l·'O: lfl\1:·1C OU!il 
-:!me 1sec·-: 7_S 
Ampl~ude: :A 
System: sys 
IIQ: lrH. 1 ~ to 0uti1; 
lime (seC': 1.1.6 
Amplrtude- :.t.2 
Figure 18 : Response for Controller with /~4m 
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< I Q 3 ~ Q 
~ 2 System: sys ~ 
~ VO: 11111 :; to Out(!} 
~ T1me (sec.): 1.2 
-<lJl4 '-------;. System: SJ'S 






1!0: ln[1; to Outi 1 
-ime iSec·:-: 1S.2 
.:.mplrtu:;!e: :..: 
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Figure 19 : Response for Controller with t~8m 
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., ___ ,-__ _, 
System: SJ"S 




3.5.2 The Effect of Varying Load Mass 
The maximum load specified for the reference crane system is 1 tonne. An 
analysis will be conducted to determine the effect of varying the load mass to smaller 
than 1 tonnes till maximum possible mass the system can attain. 
The output when pendulum load mass, mL used is 0.05 tis as follows: 
·r.-~--~--~--~-~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~-~--~--~--: .. :.: ..:::=.;-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-=-·=-=-=-=-=;.==~======~ 5 
System· SJ'S 
~0: ln•'1! tc Ouh1f 
lime lsec;;: 1.2 
0 ~. Ampldude: -0.378 
Sy-stem: sys System: sys 
~·o: lno 1) to Out•' 1 ~0: In\ 1.- tc: Ou!t1 
;•me ::sec}: 1~-~ · ~11ne fsec': 22.1 
Ampl~ude: f . .i. .i...mj:l~ude: fA2 
-1 ~====~====~====~========··::==·'-====~====~ 0. 5r- --,.--" 
! 
- 0.1 -
t v·· System; sys , System: sys System: sys "'~ 0,{)5 ~0: lno.1J to Out•2:; 'io'O: 1~11; ttl Out(2'; · l;O: inil'itc Outo,2: 7ime iSec':: Lf ~:me I Sec_:: 12:.9 '"1me osec:: 21.E 5 hmplttude: System: s:•s : . .:..m~l~ude: .(J.0007ff Ampl•tllde: -1..:2e-CUf 
~~ 0 f'---------\··· i<'O: lnd~ to Out•2· =~-· ·--~--------! 
..,_ "T1me 1sec.:: .!.2 
..:...mpl1tu:le: -C.Q.!.! 
- - ' 0 5 10 15 20 25 
"' Time (sec) 
Figure 20 :Response for Controller with mL~0.05t 
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S~·stem: sys System: sys 
\10: lnil ::to Outl1 , l<O: inl1) to Out(f: 
-:-1me !'sec·:-: 13_.; Time 1sec\: 1B.2 
Amplitude::~· , A.mptitude: : . .l.1 
Sy!!tem: sys 
VO: lni 1) to Out1l ·: 
7ime 1_sec;: 1.2 
0 !-..... t.m~titude: -O.m! 
I ~-· 








VO: 111(1: tc Outl2': 
'ime tsec:: 1.4 
4.mplitude: O.CS!S System: s~·s 
S).'Siem: S)'S 
1.'0: ln(1:.-to Outi2:: 
T1me 1.sec:: 10: 
~-m~i~ude: -O.OOC 177 
•••••••••••••••••••• VO: IM1.:tc Ou\1'2'; •-.------•-.--------~ 
T1me !'sec;: 4.4 System: sys 
Amplttude: -0.0~.:~ t:O: lni1: to Ou!l2'' 
0 
!-----!;---~~-~~:__-!:-----!-------;';-----;';;-- -1me fsec:-: 12.8 
2 4 6 8 16 12 Amt::l~u::!e: -C.OGC79~ •• 
Tme{sec) 
Figure 21 :Response for Controller with mL~St 
The output when pendulum load mass, mL used is 50 t is as follows: 
., __-__ -__ -__ -__ ' __ -__ -__ -__ -__ ' __ -__ -__ -__ -_:' __ -__ -__ -__ -__ , __ -__ -__ -__ -__ ' __ -__ -__ --.---.======~~~---.·,~----.... 
5 - , S}'Stem: sys 
:§: 4 / 
System: sys 
JIQ: ln<t·o to Out( 1 
T1me isec): 1.2 
0 -....... "-mJ:ittude: -0.37S 
-·· 
!10: ln,1: to Out{1: 
i "!ime (sec): 1:3.4 
hmpldude: ~ . .! 
S;,stem: sys 
[10: ln11·· to Out•'1': 





FO: lni1. to O\Jtl,2', 




1·0: ln1.lilo Out•,2'; 
-,me (sec : 12.6 
• to 12' t-mplitude .• c.ccose-2 18 
TrM(sec) 
Figure 22 : Response for Controller with mL~SOt 
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The output when pendulum load mass, mL used is 500 t is as follows: 
• . ,_-__ -__ -__ -__ , __ -__ -__ -__ -__ ,_-__ -__ -__ -__ ,_,, __ -__ -__ -__ -__ ,_-__ -__ -__ -__ , __ -__ -__ -_-.----.==~=======~'·====1 
' 
System: sys 
. ~o: ln1111c OLltn·: 
7ime !'sec·:: 1.2 
0 .........._ Amplrtude: -o.na 
-·-
System: $J'S 
'tro: Inn: to Ou!l'1 
· "':"1me 1sec·.: 13.~ 
Ampl~ude: : . .:. 
System: sys 
· m: ln11i tc. Outrn · 
Time (sec;: 18 
Amplrtude: :'- 42 




110: ln1_1 j tc Ouil_2; 
-1me !Sec:: 1t2 
.u_mplrtlJ~e: ....:.i4e-oa: 






4.1 Open Loop Versus Closed- Loop Response 
Open-Loop System 
(Refer Figure 10 and 11) 
Closed-Loop System 
(Refer Fi2ure 13) ~ Output 1,xT Output2, 0 Output 1,XT Output2, 0 e 
Overshoot Amplitude 
- -
6.45m 0.113 rad 
Settling Time 
- -
15.2s 12.7 s 
Steady-State Amplitude Positive Negative -8.39 m 0.00203 rad 
Infinity Infinity 
Table 1: Open Loop Versus Closed- Loop Response 
4.2 Closed-Loop with Integral Action Response Versus Closed-Loop without 
Integral Action Response 
Controller Type Closed-Loop System with Closed-Loop System 
Integral Action without Integral Action 
(refer Fi2ure 13) (refer Figure 16) 
Output 1,xr Output2, 0 Output 1,xr Output2, 0 
System Performan 
Overshoot Amplitude Om 0.0848 rad 6.45m 0.113 rad 
Settling Time 13.6 s 13 s 15.2 s 12.7 s 
Steady-State Amplitude 5.42m 6.25 X 1 0 .. rad -8.39 m 0.00203 rad 
Table 2: Closed-Loop with Integral Action Response Versus Closed-Loop without Integral 
Action Response 
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4.3 TroUey Positioning Response witb Varying System Parameters 
Controller Closed-Loop System Closed-Loop System witb Varying 
Type with Varying Load Mass, mL(tonnes) 
Pendulum Cable (refer Figure20-23) 
Length, /(metres) 
System (refer Fi!!nre 17-19) 
Perfonnance 1=1 L4 1=8 mL= ml=5 ml=50 ml=500 
0.05 
Overshoot 5.65 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Amplitude (m) 
Settling Time ( s) 3.53 7.8 19.2 13.5 13.6 13.4 13.4 
Steady-State 5.42 5.42 5.42 5.42 5.42 5.42 5.42 
Amplitude (m) 
Table 3: Trolley Positioning Response with Varying System Parameters 
4.4 Sway Angle Response witb Varying System Parameters 
Controller Closed-Loop System Closed-Loop System with 
Type with Varying Pendulum Varying Load Mass, mL 
Cable Length, I (tonnes) 
(metres) (refer Figure 20-23) 
System (refer Figure17-19) 
Perfonnance 1= I L4 1=8 mL= ml= mL= ml= 
0.05 5 50 500 
Overshoot 0.937 0.178 0.0553 0.085 0.085 0.085 0.085 
Amplitude (rad) 
Settling Time ( s) 3.59 10.2 17.4 12.9 12.8 12.6 12.8 
Steady-State 1.75 X 7.12 X 4.39x 1.42 X 1.77 X 8.85 X 8.74 X 
Amplitude (rad) w-s w-s w-s w-s I0-4 w-s w-s 





5.1 Comparison between Open-Loop and Closed-Loop Response 
From the output shown from the simulation, the open loop system responses are 
negative infinity for the sway angle system and positive infinity for the trolley position 
system. This indicates that when the trolley has started moving forward, pendulum 
sways backward to the negative angle side till simulation running time ends and so does 
the trolley travelling system has travelled for infinity since there is no control signals to 
control the variables into achieving desired values. 
When feedback gains are incorporated into the system, the established closed-
loop system shows some improvement. The trolley moves forward after the input force 
is applied until reaching an overshoot of 6.45 m rather than the required 5.42 m only 
before moves backward to -8.39 m and stops there. The pendulum sways up to 0.113 
radian which is 6.5° at certain instantaneous period and then reduces to only 0.12° until 
the trolley stops. This means this closed-loop system still exhibits large percentage 
overshoot which is l 9"/o and large steady-state error for trolley positioning as well as 
large overshoot sway angle. 
5.2 Comparison between Open-Loop and Closed-Loop Response with Integral 
Action 
Integral action is incorporated into the closed-loop system to reduce the large 
steady-state error for trolley position. Table I shows that the position overshoot is 
greatly reduced to 0 m and overshoot sway angle is also reduced from 6.5" to 4.9°. Final 
trolley position shows significant improvement from negative trolley position, -8.39 m 
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to the exact desired position which is 5.42 m. Final sway angle also shows negligible 
value which can be considered 0° as desired as well as settling time of the system that 
shows a little improvement for trolley positioning system. This implies that the integral 
gain implemented into the system has effectively reduced all steady-state error. 
5.3 Analysis on the Effect of Varying Pendulum Cable Length, I 
Figure 17, 18 and 19, show that this controller is able to position the trolley 
accurately without overshoot with longer pendulum cable length but the settling time to 
desired value takes longer period than if using shorter cable Shorter cable length also 
causes very large sway angle which is 53.7° overshoot for I = I m. Like the trolley 
position response, the crane with more oscillatory response takes longer time to settle to 
0° compared with system with less oscillatory response. This is because the controller 
induces larger gain to settle down the oscillatory part of system than smaller gain in less 
oscillatory system. Less oscillatory system exhibits smooth response and longer settling 
time because of the smaller gain needed. All system with varying cable length studied 
achieves final value accurately. 
5.4 Analysis on the Effect of Varying load mass, mL 
Varying load mass, mL does not really affected the system response. All values is 
almost constant with all varying load mass used. This shows that load mass is not a 
parameter that cause significant impact to this gantry crane controller system. However, 
other fuctors have to be taken into account in real industry application such as the rai~ 
trolley and hook strength. Excessive ratio of load mass,mL to trolley mass, mr can cause 





The state-variable feedback controller designed for the Final Year Project has 
successfully met the main objectives which are to design a control system for the gantry 
crane to meet the requirement of minimizing sway angle and accurate load positioning. 
It is able to achieve the desired outputs which are desired trolley position, xr specified by 
operator and 0° final sway angle as well as transient requirement specified which is 1 00/o 
overshoot. 
However, the applicability of this controller to the actual gantry crane system 
depends on the mechanism used to produce the control signal. If the varying load mass 
or cable length needs too small or too high of a control gain to give the desired output, 
than the mechanism that generates control signal has to have the ability to generate that 
range of gain to the system. From the analysis of varying parameters, it shows that the 
system response is more sensitive towards the changes of pendulum cable length,/ than 
load mass, mL. This is because the cable length directly affects the natural frequency of 





Step input is used for this controller as a basis reference input to verity that this 
controller is reliable to respond to an input of 1 kN force. Towards the end of study, this 
controller is proven to be able to exhibit the right trend of desired output of fourth order 
system. Further study should account for real value of input where a motor simulation 
for the system should be included in the controller. 
In achieving desired position of trolley with 0° sway angle, further study should 
monitor closely the trolley velocity trend. The maximum velocity achieved by trolley 
should not exceed 3.04 m/min as stated in crane specification. Also, the author suggests 
to incorporate a derivative action into the controller to further eliminate current sway 
angle overshoot which is 4.9°. 
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Appendix A : MATLAB Program that Converts System in State-Space 








A= [0 l 0 0; 0 -b/mT -(m*g)/mT 0; 0 0 0 1; 0 b/(mT*1) 
( (mT+m)*g)/ (mT*ll 0 J 
B = [0; 1/mT; 0; -1/(mT*l)J 
C = [1 0 0 0;0 0 1 OJ 
D = [10; OJ 
[num,denJ=ss2tf(A,B,C,D) 









A= [0 1 0 0; 0 -b/mT -(m*g)/mT 0; 0 0 0 1; 0 b/(mT*l) 
((mT+m)*g)/(mT*ll 0 J 
B = [0; 1/mT; 0; -1/(mT*l)J 
C = [1 0 0 0;0 0 1 OJ 






r=roots (den) ; 
poles=[r(1) r(2) -18 -20J 
K = place(A, B, poles) 
X Ill 








A= [0 1 0 0; 0 -b/mT -(m*g)/mT 0;0 0 0 1;0 b/(mT*l) ((mT+m)*g)/(mT*l) 
0 J 
B = [0;1/mT;0;-1/(mT*l)] 
C=[1 0 0 0;0 0 1 0]; 
D=[5. 42; 0] 













p2=pr- (pi* i) 
[num,den]=ord2(wn,z); 
r=roots (den) ; 
poles=[p1 p2 pr*2 (pr*2)+1 pr*10] 
K = acker(Aa, Bau, poles) 
A1 = Aa-Bau*K; 




Appendix D : System Parameters from Industry 
XV 
~8[§[0Jffi@ CRANE DESCRIPTION Page 1 of 1 
MALAYSIA AHMAD ZAKI SDN BHD Network : 481 0946 
DEMAG ELECTRIC OVERHEAD TRAVELLING CRANE 
PROJECT: UNIVERSITI TEKNOLOGI PETRONA(BLDG 16) 
A) CRANE SPECIFICATION 
1 Crane Model Demag Single Girder Electric Overhead Travelling Crane 
2 Crane Type ELKE EUDKUN 10-630 KV1 2/1 F4 
3 Crane Manufacturing Serial No. C: 480-A01-0032-0502 H : 61363356 
4 Safe Working Load 1.0 tons 
5 Span 5,420 mm 
6 Crane Lifting Height (Hook Path) 6 500 mm ~ (, ·5 "' 
7 Crane Control Mobile control 
8 Operation Indoor 
B) SPEEDS I MOTOR DATA & ELECTRICAL 
1 Hoist- Lifting Speed 4.5/1.1 m/min 1.7/0.42 kw 40 %ED 
2 Cross Travel Speed ]4/46 m/min Q ]7/0 05 kw 10 %ED.... 
3 Long Travel Speed 25/6.3 m/min 2x0.25/0.06 kw 40 %ED 
4 Hoist Lifting Motor Type KMP 100 B2/8R 
5 Cross Travel Drive Motor Type 1 3/6 fli<J 12/4.... 
6 Cross Travel Carriage Type CYLINDER 
7 Long Travel Drive Motor Type AME10DD ZBF63 A8/2 B004 i=40.8 N31 
8 Long Travel Wheel Type DRS 112 
. 
9 Power Supply 415 Volts 3 PhasP. ~() J..l=b 
10 Control Voltage il2 \/nltc 
11 Type of Conductor VAHLE KSL 4/60 
MHE-Demag Malaysia Sdn Bhd f·T l'l J<<lar, l6d1. ·,,._ tiur: l..G 
K~wnns;rr' Penrrdustr·rJr' Hi..:•;rn 
40000 Shah Ar;rm. Sel;rngor. Mal;1pia 
rei:(6-03)~1'JII55J 





No. Perintah Kerja: 
(Job No.) 4810946 (Certificate No.) 30-1334 
·Tarikh: 
(Date) 04.09.2002 
A Nama Pemilik umverslti l'eknotogz retronas (liuuamg 1 D) 
(Owner's Name) 
) B Alamat Kilang atau Perimis JJanaar :ien JSICanaar, 31 "/5U rronon (Site Address) Perak Darul Ridzuan 
c Nama Pembuat 
(Manufacturer's Name) Demag Crane & Components (DCC) 
D Alamat Pembuat 
(Manufacturer's Address) Wetter, Ruhr, Germany/MHE-Dematic, Malaysia 
E Jenis Mesin Angkat 
(Type of Hoisting Machine) Single Girder Electric Overhead Travelling Crane 
F Model 
(Model) ELKE EUDKUN 10-630 KV1 211 F4 
G Kuasa Letrik/KW 
(Electric Power/KW) 415 volt, 3 phase, 50 Hz., 1.710.42 kW 
H No. Siri Pembuat 
(Manufacturer's Serial No.) Crane: 480-A01-0332-0502 Hoist : 61363356 
I Behan Kerja Selamat 
(Safe Working Load) 1000 kgs x 5420mm span 
J Ujian Behan Lampau 
) (Overload Test) 1250 kgs 
K Tarikh Mesin Disiapkan 
(Date of Machine Completion) 2002 
Saya bagi pihak MHE-Demag Malaysia Sdn Bhd mengaku bahawa Mesin Angkat serta butir-butir yang tersebut di alas adalah 
ben dan telah diperiksa dan diuji. (I on behalf of MHE-Dematic (M) Sdn Bhd certi!Y that the Hoisting 
Machi and abovementioned particulars are true and was inspected and tested). 'The certification under this 
docume t only applies to the machine in question when used in the state of its original form as supplied by MHE-Dematic". 
mag Malaysia Sdn Bhd 
0 
r .. / ............................................ . 
SIEGFRIED FABINY 
Dip!. log. 
General Manager- Technical 
MHE-Dematic Group Malaysia 
tarikh : 04.09.2002 
(Dale.f"",.,"'\ \5I jEBSEN & jESS EN DE MAG 
-········ Cr.rnes & Components 

